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The weather has definitely taken a cold turn this week!  Please ensure that children are sent with a coat 
and suitable shoes everyday as we try to get the children outside whatever the weather.  If you are 
having difficulties purchasing shoes for your children, we work with the boot fund to offer support so 
please don’t hesitate to speak to the school office about this. 
 
It was lovely to see so many of you at our MacMillan Coffee Morning last week.  Thank you for your 
generous donations – we have been able to send a cheque for £150 to the charity. 
 
This week sees a very busy week in school as I will be working with Mr Gardiner and the senior leadership 
team to visit lessons, look at the children’s work and speak to the children about their progress.  I am 
confident that I will be delighted with what we see this week as the staff and children have all been 
working so hard and making huge strides in learning.   
 
It has been an absolute pleasure to have so many children coming to show me their work recently – they 
are truly showing pride in their own learning and love sharing the interesting knowledge and skills they 
have been gaining. 
 
The staff are working exceptionally hard with the children to show kindness and tolerance in the way 
they speak to each other and treat each other.  Please could I ask for your support in this by modelling to 
your children speaking to our staff and other parents with kindness and respect?  If you do have any 
concerns, please come and speak to a member of the senior leadership team rather than tackling it 
yourself.  I am very proud of our school and its place in the community and I would like to maintain the 
positive feel that we are all working relentlessly to create. 
 
Due to unforeseen circumstances, we have had to change the dates of our parents evening to the 4th and 
6th November 2019.  During this time, you will be able to talk through your children’s work with the class 
teacher and share their achievements and any concerns.  However, if you have something you feel you 
would like to discuss before these dates, please contact the school office who will be more than happy to 
make an appointment for you to have a conversation with the teacher. 
 
As you all know, we employ Mrs Kathy Ryan for one day per week to provide speech and language 
education for our children.  Kathy screens all children at school to ensure that they receive the right 
support from the teachers and herself where needed.  If you have received a letter requesting your 
permission to screen your child, I would really appreciate you signing it and returning it asap so that we 
can move forwards with the right teaching.  If you would like to discuss this further, come and have a 
chat with Mrs Ward (SENCO) or myself and we will be happy to explain anything in more detail. 
 
 
Mrs Stewart 
Head Teacher 
 

 

 

Our current whole school attendance is 95.4%  This has fallen quickly so please support me in our 
drive to rapidly improve the attendance of the pupils at Charter Primary School by bringing your 
child to school every day and on time. 
Well done to our attendance winners for this week: 

Most improved class attendance: 3D 
Best class attendance:1R 

 



The Early Years Foundation Stage Newsletter  

Phoenix Nursery  

In the two year old room the children have been reading the traditional story, ’The Gingerbread Man’ and have enjoyed 

trying to join in with the refrain, ‘Run, run as fast as you can, you can’t catch me I’m the gingerbread man!’ They have been 

exercising their motor skills using the large and small bricks to build.  

 

In the three year old room the children have been exploring autumn through looking closely at natural objects, for example, 

pine cones and logs. Their story of the week has been another traditional tale, ‘The Three Little Pigs’.  They have been using 

blocks and foam bricks to build their own houses. 

 

Charter Nursery 

In Charter Nursery the children have been exploring the nursery rhyme, ‘Hickory Dickory Dock’. They have each made a peg 

mouse and they had to decide whether to design their mouse with a ‘long’ or ‘short’ tail.  

 

We are very proud of them all for earning at least one gold star for separating from their main carer without shedding any 

tears (just the grown-ups needed the tissues). 

RM and RTW 

In Reception, we have been reading the story ‘Hello Lulu’ by Caroline Uff. We have been talking about our families, homes, 

pets, likes and dislikes during ‘Talk Time’. In maths we have been learning to read, count and order numbers. In phonics we 

have learned the letter sounds – m, a, s, t, i, n, p – and we have looked for objects that begin with each sound. We are even 

beginning to blend these sounds to read words. The children have all been very excited to take their new reading books 

home. Please support your child’s learning by reading with them every day and then write in their reading diary – we love to 

know how you are getting on.  

 

Just a reminder 

If your child has borrowed school clothes please make sure you return them. We are running very low on items. We 

want to be sure that we have spare clothes when a child needs them. 

If you have any clothes that are outgrown by your child but not outworn, we would love to give them a new home. All 

donations will be gratefully received. 

 

Mrs Tite (Assistant Head teacher – EYFS) 

 

 



 

Years 1 and 2 

In English we have continued our work based around the book SuperTato. It is delightful to see how excited the 

children have been with this work and their engagement with it is shining through in their writing. As some of you 

may know Evil Pea is still in our school somewhere. The children have created wanted posters and planned ways to 

put a stop to his evil plans. Next week the children will be writing their own stories about his adventures in our 

school.  

In science we have been learning about properties of materials. We have been thinking about why materials are 

chosen to make different objects and why this is important. Year two have been testing this and were set a challenge 

to make a shelter to keep our pompom critters dry in all this wet weather we have been having. The children used 

their collaboration and communication to create some interesting designs. Here are some of the shelters that we 

made.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a school we have introduced story time. Each day as a class we spend time sharing a book, the children have been 

really enthusiastic about this and we all enjoy this time. If you are reading books other than the home readers at 

home feel free to also write these in the home reading diaries. We would love to be able to talk to your children 

about the books you are reading.  

Mrs Bolus (Assistant Head - Key Stage One)   

Years 3 and 4 

We have had another successful week. In English we have been looking at Charlie and the 'Chocolate 
Factory' by Roald Dahl to coincide with out 'World Kitchen' topic. We have been looking at how Roald Dahl 
uses the name of a character to build an understanding of their personality. In maths we have continued 
our work on place value. We used place value to understand the value of a number and used manipulatives 
to help us explain out answers. In topic we have studied 'Fairtrade' and have been able to explain how 
Fairtrade helps communities in other countries by providing a fair wage and working conditions. 
Mr Bench 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr Bench  (Year 3/4 Phase Leader) 



 
Years 5 and 6 
 
We’ve continued to read our text Letters from the Lighthouse, using inference and retrieval to gain a deeper 
understanding of characters, events and feelings. We have enjoyed writing a character description, using 
relative clauses to add detail. In maths, Year 5 have been investigating negative numbers and Year 6 have 
been learning the properties of 2D shape and are moving onto properties of number including factors and 

primes. In ICT Mr Vernon has been helping us to begin creating a game using scratch. In creative 

curriculum we have used the collage technique to create a scene from our text, creating a coastline, rocks 
and a lighthouse. In RE we have looked at why people believe. One of the many highlights this week was 
our Commando Joe session, teaching us the phonetic alphabet, as used over the radio in WW2. We have 
been keeping fit this week with swimming or P.E with premier sport and we have been trying to jog our daily 
mile.  
 

 
 
Mrs Morgan  
Deputy Headteacher 
 

 


